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Hombre al agua soda stereo letra

Not to be confused with the American romantic comedy film Overboard. Man in water Single by Soda stereo from the album Animal Song A Million Light YearsPublication 1991Formato 45 RPM, Vinyl Record, Promo, Seven InchGravation 1990Generous Rock, psychedelic rockDuration 5:53Discoographic CBS
DiscosAutor(s) Gustavo Cerati and Daniel MeleroProductor(s) Gustavo Cerati and Zeta BosioCronology of Singles by Soda Stereo Sueles leave me alone (1991) Man in water (1991) Tea for three (1991) Videoclip Man to Water on YouTube. Timeline of the album Animal Song From Light Music(6) Man to Water(7)
Between Cannibals(8) Man in Water (Rex mix)Single by Soda Stereo from the album Rex MixFormato Vinyl Record/CDGravation 1991General RockDuration 6:39Music Disc (formerly CbsCs) Producer On the Way (Ver Man in Water (Live) (1992) Spring 0 (1992) Timeline of the album Rex Mix Man in Water (Live)(1) No
Exists (Live)(2) [edit wikidata data] Man in the Water is a song by the Argentine rock band Soda Soda, Stereo composed by Gustavo Cerati and Daniel Melero. It is one of the band's classic songs and its original version appeared on the album Animal Song in 1990 as the seventh title. Composition and Analysis Lyric
Content The current version of this article or section appears to be written from a fan's point of view. Reason: Comment on the meaning of the letter To meet Wikipedia's quality standards and seek a neutral point of view, this article or section may require cleaning. To neutralize them, modify them and delete non-
encyclopedic data, or discuss this issue on the discussion page. Like most of Soda Stereo's lyrics, the lyrics of this song can have several performances, but it is believed that it is about a person who embarks on a new challenge (leaving behind a couple), a challenge of uncertain outcome. Parts like I float on the river,
I'm wrapped in the current, Man in the water, refer to throwing themselves into this challenge. Musical Structure The original version begins with sound effects that mimic the sea, then the drums begin to sound; then it is joined by the keyboard, a guitar sound and the bass that stands out begins, then when the chorus
starts the electric guitar joins. In the latter parts, voices that are agitated and a ship adrift are repeated several times. Versions One year after the release of the single, the live version appears on the Gran Rex as the first track from the album Rex mix. It is only in the last part that the drums sound differently while making
the song a little more shaken. The performance tours of Dynamo and Sueo stereo would continue to be played. Then, in 1997, the song was performed in the farewell mini-shower called The Last Concert, and was released on the album The Last Concert A as a Third Track. In this version, when the song begins Cerati
says Aqua, sometimes under the surface ... sometimes upstairs, eh! And that's when the keyboards start to sound, then the bass. Interestingly, Cerati does not pronounce the words they are so attractive ... ». Unlike the original, after when he says everyone will scream the man in the water ... The battery doesn't start
ringing; but the keyboards sound for a while and that's when the drums start. It ends up similar to the version in the Big Rex. As a soloist, Cerati played him on Bocanada's tour between September 1999 and June 2000. Ten years later, he performed again on the band's return tour entitled Mr. Verus Volver; but more
rocky, perhaps one of the best interpretations of this subject. This version appeared the following year on the album Gira you will see me return CD1, as the fifth track. Track Listing 7-inch promotional vinyl recordN.oTympuitDuration1. One million light-years5:032. Man in the Water5:5310:56 Credits and staff Original
members Gustavo Cerati: composer, lyricist and guitar Zeta Bosio: producer and bass Charly Alberti: drummer Guest artists Daniel Melero: lyricist and keyboards Tweety Gonzalez: acoustic guitar Andrea Alvarez: percussion Mariano Lopez: engineer Eduardo Bergallo: engineer See also Appendix:Appinsor: Songs Soda
Stereo External Links Man to Water disc in Discogs Lyrics of Man to Water in Rock.com.ar Soda Stereo - Man to Water (Pseudo Video) on YouTube Soda Stereo - Man to Water (Pseudo Video) (Rex Mix) on YouTube Data: Q5901136 Obtained from Share Months navigation land in sight all will be as it was again. The
lights of the coast are beacons of the past. Everything will go back to what it was. And when I jump bridge and give myself up to know ... The new shapes grow are so attractive that I want to rest from everything yesterday. And I float along the river, I'm wrapped in the current. The man in the water! (Voices that tremble)
The man in the water! (Boat adrift) And I float on the river resting in the current. The man in the water! (Voices that tremble) The man in the water! (Boat adrift) Dawn I open my eyes, I'll go with these waves Not so worried Everyone will scream ... The man in the water! Water!
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